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Rethinking disaster….The Attaabad landslide of January 4, 2010 

2 years in retrospect  

 

4R Conference (Recovery, Rehabilitation, Revitalization and Relief)  

 

Concept Paper 

 

 

1. Introduction: 

 

This concept note enunciates the idea of a conference on landslide in Hunza Attaabad and 

its aftermath. What follows is the background, rationale, objectives, proceedings of the 

seminar, emerging challenges and recommendations to be explored in the conference.  

 

2. Background: 

 

The January 4, 2010 Attabad landslide and subsequent formation of lake in Gojal not 

only submerged villages, houses, land, businesses, orchards and critical infrastructure like 

roads and bridges, but also posed numerous challenges as the breadth and depth of the 

lake kept increasing. Ranging from the economic lifeline to health and hygiene, social 

life, development initiatives, mobility and the like; the adverse effects of this disaster are 

vivid in all sphere of life. While the government and other stakeholders especially Civil 

Society Organizations (CSOs) have made efforts for the local communities to enhance 

their resilience, communities have witnessed huge gaps in relief/rehabilitation efforts vis-

à-vis the emerging situations of insecurity and despair. In other words, there is a general 

notion that the government has not tackled the situation seriously and timely resulting in 

high opportunity cost which has seriously engulfed the entire area specifically the upper 

stream of the artificial lake i.e. Gojal, home to around 25,000 individuals.     

 

While two years have passed, communities above the lake live in a situation between 

hope and despair. The release of water from this monstrous lake now seems a day dream 

in the face of the fact that two years before, the highest government authorities had 

promised to release it in 45 days. In this emerging scenario, life has become even tougher 

and communities live in very fragile, unpredictable and insecure circumstances.  

 

Who will take action and what should be the best strategy for recovery, rehabilitation and 

rebuilding are major questions posed by such aggravating situations. Besides other 

forces, the voice of civil society is very crucial which has a niche from many standpoints 

including: efficiency, effectiveness, transparency and dependability. One of such voices 

is the Central Coordination Committee (3C) of affectees which was formed by dedicated 

members of the area basically residing in Gilgit. This forum has been in place 

immediately after the landslide of January 4, 2010 and is still active in its activities of 

coordination with key stakeholder, advocacy and envisaging strategies for the times 

ahead. Besides many activities of advocacy and lobbying, 3C also organized conferences 

with key stakeholders in 2010 whereby a number of key organizations/departments made 

presentations about their activities and further plans. In continuation of the same, another 
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conference has been planned which is expected to be materialized on January 4, 2012 

while completing the second year of suffering and loss at communal levle.  

 

3. Rationale: 

 

Two years have already lapsed after the havoc which left direct, indirect, short term and 

long term impacts on the affected communities. A cursory look at the past, present and 

future indicates that there is greater need to rethink about the processes of relief, 

recovery, rehabilitation and revitalization in Gojal. There is no doubt that this disaster has 

pushed the communities back to a situation which prevailed some 3-4 decades before. 

This suggests rigorous efforts on part of the government and other stakeholders in order 

to achieve short, medium and long-term goals of development. 

 

Secondly, the winter season has already hindered the already lingering boat service whih 

means the transportation needs of 25,000 is yet another area that needs serious attention 

at this point in time.  

 

In terms of relief, there have been serious concerns from communities because of the fact 

that from many sources relief goods were received but the distribution process remained 

a matter of concern. This statement is in special reference to the petroleum products 

received from China which were not distributed rather sold to the same people who are 

affectees of the disaster.   

 

As far as rehabilitation and recovery is considered, in 2011 a stakeholders conference was 

organized and plans were chalked out for the relief as well as recovery plans including 

revival of businesses and rebuilding critical infrastructure. What steps are being taken 

further on this and who has to bell the cat is yet another important area of consideration.  

 

One of the desperate needs of communities at this point in time is education of their 

children which has suffered to a greater extent. Special packages were announced by the 

government to support the education but loopholes were vivid as students suffered a lot. 

What were the major issues therein and what is the future plan remains yet another 

question of relevance and concern.  

 

These are all key matters which can be resolved if there is a proper coordination whereby 

all key stakeholders find themselves on the same page, which apparently is seriously 

lacking as of now. Realizing this important matter and keeping in view the fact that many 

international organizations are just heading towards intervention in this disaster hit area, 

it is indispensible to have a face-to-face interaction among key stakeholders mainly Civil 

Society Organizations (CSOs) which have to play a key role in this process.   

 

This is high time to develop a common understanding about current initiatives and future 

plans so that all concerned stakeholders make coordinated efforts to achieve maximum 

goals instead of duplication of efforts ending nowhere. The 4R conference is therefore a 

timely call to bring key stakeholders especially Civil Society Organizations (local, 
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national and international) to a common platform where they can deliberate further on the 

way forward.  

 

Conference objectives: 

 

1. To provide a platform to Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) and stakeholders 

for reflection and discussions on various aspects of the disaster. 

2. To disseminate information on the progress thus far and challenges as well as 

opportunities ahead. 

3. To develop shared understanding and dwell upon possible recommendations 

regarding the reconstruction and rehabilitation options in Gojal. 

4. To document critical information and views of major stakeholders and share 

widely to all concerned  

…… 

Portions removed  

…….. 

Annexure 1 

 

Major issues pertaining to the natural disaster in Gojal, Hunza 

(Thematic) 

 

1. Rehabilitation and Reconstruction  

 

a) More than 400 households have so far submerged making an estimated population 

of 3200 as Internally Displaced People (IDPs) living in camps or host houses. 

b) The artificial lake has so far engulfed more than 10 human settlements/pastures 

from Bulchidas to Yash Vendan Passu. 

c) Commercial areas, tehsil head quarter Gulmit and more than 400 shops, small 

factories/production units, hotels, Jamatkhanas, schools, properties, irrigated/non-

irrigated lands, fruit trees, plants, sea buckthorn forests are completely  

engulfed/submerged by the monstrous lake. 

 

2. Education 

a) Education has badly suffered not only at higher level but from tertiary to 

elementary level. Parents are now unable to bear fee of their children because 

their economic activities have come to a complete halt. On the other hand, there 

have been constant promises by the government for fee remissions but the issues 

seems unresolved as of now. 

b) The educational institutions in Gojal are now towards complete decline and their 

existence especially those being run by private schools, is in danger. 

c) Students pursuing higher education are facing greater challenges as they are now 

unable to get any support from their families. 

d) The existing institutions in Gojal present a grim picture as professional and 

qualified Human Resource are very limited in numbers. 

  

3. Heath 
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a) More than 25,000 populations remained without a medical officer at Tehsil level; 

however, very recently a fresh female medical officer has been deputed in Gulmit.  

b) Prevailed First aid posts, BHUs and 10 bed hospitals in Gulmit have neither 

trained paramedical staff nor have operation theater, medicines and other basic 

health facilities. 

c) The largest Tehsil of GB, is facing greater challenges in terms of health and 

people living in scattered valleys face very server situation nowadays. 

4. Agriculture:  

a) The entire Gojal is single cropping zone and this year, even single crop is under 

threat because of the bad weather condition and lack of proper supplies 

b) Potato used to be the major cash crop and source of income for most of families in 

Gojal. This year, potato has been grown in limited quantity because the roads are 

cut off and the lake is a big hurdle for transportation. 

Moreover some small cottage industries and vocational activities have also been 

disrupted because of the disaster.  

 

5. Food Security 

a) There was no proper food stock in Gojal however, with the special support of 

Chinese government, the relief goods were received in Sost twice i.e. in winter of 

2010 and now 2011. The distribution of this material or rather ‘fair distribution’ 

of the same is a major concern linked to this issue.  

b) Proper nutrition is a major challenge for all family members but children are the 

most vulnerable group of people who can’t raise their voice properly.  

c) So far CSOs have made their level best efforts to provide food items in bits and 

pieces but there are major quality concerns as well as reaching to the unreached is 

also a continued issue.  

 

6. Business and commercial activities: 

a) The disaster has caused drastic destruction at micro and macro level in Gojal 

Tehsil. At micro level shopkeepers, hoteliers, transporters, small and medium 

producers have faced irreparable losses. At macro level tourism related 

businesses, tour operators, hotel industry, Pak-China trade, mining, export & 

imports etc have badly suffered. 

b) People are unable to pay their liabilities i.e. loans from scheduled and non 

scheduled banks, societies and community based VOs and WOs which does 

not only bring economic and psychological suffering to the local people but 

also has impacted the economy at larger scale.  

 

7. Communication: 

a) Transportation and communication are major challenges being faced by the 

people of Gojal for the last 8 months. The situation is going to be worst in the 

winter when the boat service will also suffer because of cold weather.  

b) So far, there are no proper plans in place to face this issue in the face of fast 

approaching winter.  
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There are many other challenges which are beyond the control of local people and 

there is dire need of develop a concrete plan so that uncertainties are minimized hence 

peace of mind for the already suffered people.  
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Annexure 2 

 

Recommendations: 

1. Rehabilitation and Reconstruction 

 

a) At the outset and latter after the disaster, the government had shown 

commitment to handle the situation however, practical steps need to be 

taken by the government to fulfill those promises which can cause higher 

opportunity cost for the communities if delayed further.  

b) Organizations such as AKRSP have been playing significant role in 

situations of emergency as well as normal conditions. Interventions were3 

made by AKRSP in collaboration with USAID and Khushali Bank but we 

need to critically review how it worked. It is strongly recommended that 

other international organizations also develop partnership with AKRSP so 

that the recovery and rehabilitation work is done smoothly and without 

any discrimination.  

c) HBFC should provide easy loan with a reasonable mark up to the people 

of Gojal Tehsil 

d) Other international and national organizations are expected to develop 

partnership with local CSOs for specific interventions.  

 

2. Education 

 

a) Based on the announcement of GB government, provision of free 

education should be followed and timely payment of fee should be 

ensured so that students don’t suffer.  

b) A public private partnership approach should be adopted to handle the 

forthcoming issues in education.  

c) Establishment of educational institutions at Gojal level should be ensured 

so that burden on parents becomes less as they are not in a position to 

afford education in other towns/cities.  

d) The youth and professionals from Gojal have already formed an 

organization called Gojal Higher Education Foundation. The partnership 

of government and other CSOs with this forum is highly recommended.  

e) The civil society organization role is pivotal especially in providing 

support to the existing institutions in Gojal while they seek more 

professional, technical and modern knowledge. 

f)  Special funds should be allocated by government and other institutions 

for those students from Gojal who are studying in various higher level 

institutions country wide and abroad.  

g) AKES and other educational institutions need to revisit their scholarship 

programs and special provisions should be made for the students of Gojal 

tehsil. 
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3. Health 

 

a) The current facilities for health are not up to the mark and so far no tangible 

efforts are being made by the government to enhance facilities for health in a calamity hit 

area. It is therefore, suggested that public and private sector partnership is inevitable to 

address the health issue on priority basis.  

b) Health related organizations should pay special attention to Gojal and should  

train the paramedical staff of the existing centers.  

 

c) There is a genuine need to set up Operation Theater and other necessary equipments. 

Government and other health sector institutions need to work through mutual 

collaboration and resource sharing. 

 

d) There are far flung valleys and distant areas in Gojal and in these situations moving 

beyond the area is very difficult for people especially women. Therefore, it is strongly 

recommended to depute a gynecologist in Gojal on permanent basis. 

 

4. Agriculture: 

 

a) Since the area mainly depends on agriculture and now the sector is under complete 

crisis, it is recommended to provide special relief in terms of agriculture.  

b) Interest free or soft loans can be one of the relief initiatives so that people are able to 

that regain their previous position. 

c) As the crops of this year have badly suffered due to heavy rain and flash floods, we 

suggest that government/CSOs should provide seeds, fertilizer and pesticide and other 

relevant materials to the affected people free of cost.   

d).Concerned departments/organizations should guide people towards new markets and 

develop linkages. 

e). Capacity building of people regarding new crops as cash crop can be yet another area 

of consideration. Instead of potato, other new product lines should be introduced.  

g).Establishment of new cottage industry and diversification of economic base can also 

be explored.  

 

5. Food Security 

 

a) In terms of distributing relief goods, the CSOs and local community is critical besides 

local administration and political committees. These people should monitor the 

process of distribution of food and other items to the people without any biasness and 

nepotism. 

b) Stock of food at least for 6 months is necessary rather we recommend there should be 

one year food stock viewing the climatic situation of the area. The civil supply stores 

are already there to preserve and store the food items; more space needs to be created. 

c) Caring for the proper nutrition of mother and child especially in terms of vitamin and 

protein is an issue and this needs to be tackled with the help of relevant organizations. 

It is highly recommended to involve UNICEF and other institution in the process.  
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6. Business and commercial activities 

a) We highly recommend that the civil society organizations should  work on new 

business ideas, explore new business areas, and make proper mechanisms in place 

ranging from product development to marketing. 

b)  The scheduled banks, societies and other community based financial 

institutions like VOs and WOs should write off the loan and liabilities of the 

people of Gojal. 

c) Rehabilitation of businesses, facilitation of local expertise and skills to develop 

them properly. 

d) We request/ recommend that the civil society organizations will provide financial 

package (bail out) to those community based VOs and WOs and societies against 

their debts, that they could survive because these VOs/WOs and societies are also 

the property of the community. 

7. Communication 

It has been a strong recommendation from the very scratch that the dammed Hunza river 

should be released in priority basis. This will bring immediate solution to many of the 

problems which are otherwise very difficult to manage. If the water is released and KKH 

comes to normal situation, lots of issues will automatically fizzle out and that is where we 

can begin a new journey towards rehabilitation and revitalization.  

 


